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UPCOMING EVENTS

FOOD TRUCKS
17 February
4:30 - 8:30pm

+

Around the Rigging
Food Truck Event, ESS Training, Snr Vice President Position Filled,
Flare Offer and more…
Hold the date for Friday the 17th of February for our
next Food Truck Event with boutique beer from All
Inn Brewing. We are pleased the position of Senior
Vice-President has been filled by a very capable
person but we are still keen to find a member to
coordinate social activities.
Welcome to new members below. We look forward
to seeing you around the base.

6
ACTIVE CREW
Linda Bulloch
Michael Ecimovic
Lee Hamilton
Jayden Jensen
John Stuart
Juan Pablo Zuniga

5
FULL MEMBERS
Peter Cedergren
Matthew Clarkson
Peter Fox
Bernard Rankin
Thomas Sabitzer

15

FOXTROT BBQ
17 February
4:30pm - till late

WATERSIDE ASSIST
Lucas Down
Kane Streat
Juan Tello Gonzalez
Chami Wickramasinghe
Andrew Sloane
Scott Dakin
David Leggett
Michael Vanderstoep
Jackson Finlay
Rodney Hill
Struan Ellis
John Stone
Paul Wagenknecht
Adrian Batista
Sarah Haskmann

Have you liked our VMR Brisbane Facebook Page? Stay
up-to-date with all the latest VMR Brisbane news, photos
and events! @VMR Brisbane

ESEBNE EXPO
5 March
9:00am - 2:00pm
VMR Brisbane is
proudly supported by:
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President’s
Report
Once again, welcome to
our new members. It
speaks volumes of our
Association and a credit to
our existing members in welcoming so many new
faces around the Base. It was also fantastic to see
so many of our new members complete their ESS
training (flares, fire fighting and life rafts) on the
7th and 8th of January.
As you would be aware we issued an Expression
of Interest to fill the vacant role of Senior Vice
President. Management would like to thank and
welcome Peter Leech as our new Senior Vice
President. Peter was one of two Members to
nominate for the position to help VMR Brisbane to
continue to run smoothly.
We acknowledge and commend the two Members
who nominated for making the decision a relatively
easy one for Management. By speaking and
working together before the January Management
meeting, they had already formulated a plan on
how the role could be filled with the best interest of
VMR Brisbane first and foremost.
This is a great example of teamwork and being
able to put egos and agendas to one side for the
greater good. Peter brings a wealth of
management, boating, training and compliance
experience to VMR Brisbane and we look forward
to him being more involved to keep VMR Brisbane
moving in the right direction.
One of Management's roles in an Association like
ours is to identify changes that may affect our
Volunteers. Unfortunately being a Volunteer or
Volunteer Organisation does not make us exempt
from these changes. They could be Legislative or
Regulative as we have seen recently and may
carry significant penalties for VMR Brisbane as
well as you, the Volunteer. Once identified and
investigated, Management tries to minimise the
impact on our Volunteers as much as possible.
This may involve providing the opportunity to our
Volunteers to gain extras skills to continue to do
what they enjoy, giving you the peace of mind you
are meeting any requirements imposed on VMR
Brisbane and yourself. This can be achieved
through additional training or formalising the
existing skills of our Volunteers by completing
some small assessments as some of our Duty
Masters, Senior Coxswains and Coxswains
recently completed in the Effective
Communications Assessment.

Some other ways may involve some small
changes in our Policies, Standard Operating
Procedures and Forms as you will be made aware
of over the next couple of crew days.
“Volunteers are not paid - not because they are
worthless, but because they are priceless” Sherry Anderson
VMR Brisbane can only provide these
opportunities to you. It is up to you to take
advantage of them. These opportunities are
provided to allow you to continue to do what you
enjoy without any limitations or restrictions that
may be imposed on you by any of these changes
outside of VMR Brisbane’s control.
Some other ways may involve some small
changes in our Policies, Standard Operating
Procedures and Forms as you will be made aware
of over the next couple of crew days.
Why do Management do this and why should you?
So that we can continue to provide a very valuable
service to our Community through the remarkable
group of Volunteers that are VMR Brisbane.
Thank you to each and every Member who
volunteers their time to VMR Brisbane. You are an
inspiration and a fantastic example of Community
Spirit and Teamwork.
Safe Boating
Thomas Grice
President

TRADE YOUR OLD FLARES IN
If you are a member of VMR Brisbane and you
have inshore flares that expire in 2017, we have a
number of packs left with an expiry date of 2020
which can be purchased for $50 per pack.
If you would like to purchase the flares, your old
flares must be still in date but close to expiry and
must be handed in to VMR Brisbane at time of
purchase. For more information, please email our
Treasurer.
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Our Association is made up of the following clubs.
Please click on logo to find out more information.
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2nd - Sierra Crew received a request from the
Brisbane Water Police to assist a person in distress
on the sand banks adjoining Cabbage Tree Creek.
Unfortunately this person got lost trying a short cut
from Nudgee to Sandgate. By the time the crew
located the gentleman, he was covered in welts
after multiple jellyfish stings and once transferred
back to Base, both Ambulance and Police assisted
with his stings.
Later, Sierra Crew assisted a vessel which was
grounded just north of the Redcliffe Jetty. On arrival
at the scene, the vessel was on the shore with four
or so crew attempting to keep the vessel bow into
the choppy seas. The vessel’s engine had stopped
working and its anchor rope had snapped under the
strain of the waves. The vessel was towed back to
Scarborough Boat Harbour.
3rd - Energex Sandgate 1 was requested to assist
a 28ft cruise craft with engine failure with 5 POB.
The vessel was towed from the Boat Passage back
to Colmslie Boat Ramp.
7th - Energex Sandgate 1 assisted a broken down
vessel with 5 POB from the mouth of the Brisbane
River to Whyte Island Boat Ramp.
10th - Both Energex Sandgate 1 and Sandgate
Rescue 2 assisted a 40ft trawler with a seized
motor. The trawler with 2 POB was towed from the
entrance of Cabbage Tree Creek to the Co-Op at
Shorncliffe with Sandgate Rescue 2 acting as a
brake vessel.
15th - November Crew on Energex Sandgate 1
assisted a 4.5m vessel with 3 POB. The vessel
experienced motor failure and was towed from the
Fishing Platform to Nudgee Floodway.
19th - Energex Sandgate 1 assisted to pump out a
trawler with 1 POB and 2 TOB (Teddies On Board)
which was taking on water in Doboy Creek after
being activated by the Brisbane Water Police in the
early hours this morning.
23rd - Sandgate Rescue 2 was tasked by Brisbane
Water Police early this morning to attend West End
Boat Ramp to assist in a Search for a person in the
water. On arrival the crew was stood down as QPS
had found the gentleman safe and sound.
28th - Bravo Crew on Energex Sandgate 1 was
activated by the Brisbane Water Police to tow an
8m yacht with 1 POB which had broken down at
New Farm and was dragging its anchor towards a
private pontoon. The vessel was towed back to
Dockside with officers onboard `Vigilante' also in
attendance.
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28th - VMR Brisbane manned the radios for the
2017 Surf to City yacht race.
29th - Papa Crew received 2 activations on their
Crew Day. Sandgate Rescue 2 was requested to
assist a 5.9m half cabin with 3 POB broken down
near Port of Brisbane. The vessel was towed to
Whyte Island.
Sandgate Rescue 2 then headed up to Bulimba
Point to assist a 44ft Flybridge with 2 POB which
had a stuck anchor. The crew boarded the vessel
to assist with freeing the anchor after the owner
had tried for several hours with no luck.
Thank you to all the crews who assisted with these
activations. We are grateful to the crews who send
activation details and photos through to help
promote VMR Brisbane.

ACTIVE CREW ANNIVERSARIES
Congratulations and thank you to the following
crew members who have volunteered over 5
years of service who joined in January.
Michael Overden - 23 years
Glenn Philip – 18 years (minus a break)
Cameron Peglar – 9 years
Bill McCord – 6 years

CREW ROSTER - FEBRUARY
Sat 4 Charlie
Sat 11 Foxtrot
Sat 18 Alpha
Sat 25 Bravo

Sun 5 Sierra
Sun 12 Quebec
Sun 19 November
Sun 26 Tango

RECENT EXPENDITURE AND DONATIONS
The following costs for maintenance and repairs
have been scheduled:
- Replacement of Western wall and radio room

roof now completed including painting new
Cardiffair cooling system to be installed in
February on main hall.

- Gutter Guard being fitted to all guttering on

buildings.

-

- New drain to be installed from building to

creek to stop flooding into downstairs area of
building.

- An upgrade of wiring and installation of extra

points for training in main hall to follow.

- In addition, thank you to Paul Hollingdale who

donated a television which has been installed
in radio room for Crews’ leisure.
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Latest News

IRUKANDJI JELLYFISH
TINY, venomous and virtually invisible to the
human eye, they inflict a sting so painful that if you
don’t die you may wish you had.
Swimmers have been stung at Fraser Island as
the Irukandji move further south. RACQ LifeFlight
Rescue crew performed several emergency airlifts
in the first few days of 2017.

FOOD TRUCK EVENT/FOXTROT BBQ
VMR Brisbane will be holding our next Food Truck
event on Friday, 17th February with the trucks
serving food from 4:30pm to 8:30pm.
We will be serving boutique beer on tap from All
Inn Brewing so come down and be acquainted
with Lucy, Ruby and Penny. The bar will remain
open after the Food Trucks leave for any
members wanting to stay longer. We have hear a
little fishy say that there will be Live Music also!
Bring your friends, family and fur-babies down and
pull up a rug and have some great food and beers
by the water.

The jellyfish, which is square-shaped, translucent
and about the size of a thumbnail lives in tropical
waters around the world but has been moving
south from the Northern Territory and northern
parts of Queensland and Western Australia.
It is cold-blooded and therefore likes warm waters
and is coming further and further south as water
temperatures increase. Scientists predict the
jellyfish, of which there are at least eight species,
will reach the Sunshine Coast within the next two
decades.
There is no anti-venom in existence for the
Irukandji and the eight different types of the
jellyfish have different venom and the venom in the
juveniles of the creatures sets off a different
physiological reaction to that of the adults.
Cairns doctor Jack Barnes discovered the jellyfish
in 1964 and named it after the Aboriginal tribe
which identified a sickness with swimming in the
ocean at a certain time of year. Back then the
Irukandji only appeared for one month each year,
now it is six months. For the full story, click here.

EMERGENCY SERVICES EXPO

UNIT CHAPLAIN

Can you help with the upcoming Emergency
Services Expo at Teralba Park on Sunday, 5
March from 9am to 2pm? We are looking for 4 to 8
volunteers to talk to the public about Active Crew
and Waterside Assist membership.

Do you need someone to talk to? Do you need
support? Would you benefit from pastoral care?
(It can be for personal matters and you don’t
have to be religious.)

If you can volunteer some time to represent VMR
Brisbane, please click here to email your interest.
There will also be a sign up form in the Crew
Room also.

If so, our Unit Chaplain, Rachael Bhatnagar is
more than happy for you to call her on 0403 724
122 or email her on rachaelb@chappy.org.au to
set up a chat time.
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WELCOME TO NEW SNR VICE PRESIDENT
I wish to advise that I have been appointed the
SVP for VMR Brisbane from the January
Management Meeting until the Squadron AGM in
September 2017. I will undertake the full role of
the SVP except for the Call Out requirements
which will be handled by Glenn Philip.
These Callouts will be advised to the SVP as
they occur and the SVP is the Designated
Person Ashore (DPA) for the purposes of the
Safety Management Systems (SMS) for the
squadron vessels. I am also continuing in my
role as State Training Officer.
Safe Boating
Peter Leech
Snr Vice President

BLUE RINGED OCTOPUS AND STONEFISH
Last month, a Blue Ringed Octopus was found at
a boat ramp at Scarborough by a boatie retrieving
his vessel. Please make sure when launching or
retrieving your boat or walking along the
foreshores that you are wearing enclosed
footwear.
This bite is considered a medical emergency so
do not wait for symptoms to develop. Quickly call
000 and provide emergency care including
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) if needed.
Apply a pressure immobilisation bandage and
keep the person calm and as still as possible until
medical help arrives.

ALPHA BBQ - 20TH JANUARY 2017
The first barbecue for the year was a great
successisuccessionon a very hot night. We made
the best of it by moving on to the verandah and
enjoying the salmon, and barbecue, al fresco.
The Gooseclub members’ draw stood at $6,000
but Bruce Wales was not there to collect.
Angie Aceto won the door prize and 2nd prize in
the raffle. Chris Edwards was happy to win first
prize of a Dinner at Kedron Wavell Services Club.
Julie Luxton took home some chocolates, Deidre
Windham won the barbecue tools and Karen
Traversari some wine. However perhaps the
biggest winners were Bob and Rosemary
Chapman who scored Alpha Crew’s traditional
Scratchie Board. We hope they scratched more
than Les, Karl and Nino who were previous
winners of the board but nothing else!

There has also been multiple reports of Stonefish
sightings and stings on the bay foreshores over
the past three months. Stonefish are found in all
coastal waters and some fresh water sites.
Although there are no reported deaths in Australia,
stonefish stings can be potentially fatal.
Stone fish spine penetration can result in severe
and persistent pain and in these cases the patient
should be transported to the nearest hospital
immediately for treatment.
If stung, remember to soak injured foot in hot
water (ideally 45c) testing the temperature with
your good foot first. This is NOT suitable for
infants, the very elderly, or those with poor skin
condition as hot water may burn the skin.

